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tructure evolution of waxy crude
oil emulsions under dynamic cooling conditions†

Hang Dong, a Nan Guo,a Pengfei Zhang,b Jian Zhao *a and Zhihua Wang a

A rheo-microscopy in situ synchronous measurement system was utilized to investigate the dynamic

behavior of water droplets in W/O waxy crude oil emulsions subjected to dynamic cooling conditions,

the microstructural evolution of water droplets aggregates can be categorized into three stages based

on the various forms of wax crystals. The results show that under the joint action of wax crystals and

water droplets, the water droplets aggregation trend and complexity in the system are negatively

correlated with the changes of temperature and shear rate, and the water droplets movement behavior

is positively correlated with the changes of temperature and shear rate. As the temperature decreases,

the minimum edge distance of water droplets decreases by a maximum of 32.1%, the specific surface

area (SA) decreases by a maximum of 12.0%, and the fractal dimension increases by a maximum of 11.7%.

As the shear rate increases, the minimum edge distance of water droplets increases by up to 27.9%, the

specific surface area (SA) increases by up to 10.1%, and the fractal dimension decreases by up to 8.5%.

Additionally, an analysis is conducted on the collision aggregation behavior of water droplets in shear

flow field based on population balance theory.
1. Introduction

In recent years, the global economy has witnessed sustained
and rapid development, resulting in a persistently high demand
for oil.1 According to the 2023 “BP World Energy Outlook”
report, it is projected that there will be a stable trajectory in
global oil demand over the next decade. As per the latest market
report from the International Energy Agency (IEA), it is esti-
mated that by 2024, the average daily global consumption of
crude oil will reach approximately 102.3 million barrels.

With the expansion of petroleum development, oil gathering
and transportation technology primarily adopt a mixed trans-
portation mode involving both oil and water. The presence of
naturally occurring emulsifying agents such as asphaltenes and
colloids makes the oil–water mixture susceptible to shearing
action at wellheads, pipelines and valves, resulting in emulsion
formation. Furthermore, due to the addition of dispersed
phase, the rheological properties of waxy crude oil emulsion are
more complicated than those of waxy crude oil. In order to
analyze the rheological mechanism of waxy crude oil emulsion
comprehensively, numerous scholars have conducted
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investigations on various conditions including viscosity
temperature,2 thixotropic properties,3 yield stress,4 and visco-
elastic characteristics.5 It has been observed that these proper-
ties are closely associated with shear rate,6,7 shear time,8 water
content,9,10 temperature,11–15 as well as colloids and asphaltene
content.16,17 With the continuous advancement of research and
technological innovation, a growing number of researchers
have redirected their focus towards investigating the evolu-
tionary process of microstructure. Notably, some researchers
have successfully achieved in situ microscopic observation by
rheo-microscopy18,19 in many elds, such as blood,20 colloidal
suspensions,21,22 crystals,23,24 bers,25,26 so materials27 and
other complex multiphase system rheology and microstructure
studies. Villa28 constructed a rheo-microscopic device that
combined a stress-controlled rheometer with differential
dynamic microscopic analysis of particle tracking to test the
advantages and limitations of the sample under test. Keshtkar29

studied the rheological properties of ber suspensions with
different Young's modulus and different exibility through the
rheo-microscopy method. Soedarmo30 observed the process of
in situ wax deposition on a microscopic scale, observed the
morphology of mass transfer layer and wax deposition, and the
study also investigated how different ow conditions affected
the formation and structure of wax deposition crystals at
a microscopic level. Macierzanka31 studied the effect of crys-
tallization of acyl propylene glycol and zinc fatty acid carboxyl-
ates (ZnC) on the microstructure change, stability and
viscoelasticity of the emulsion through in situ technology and
rheological experiments, and concluded that the formation of
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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interfacial crystallization and three-dimensional network of
propylene alcohol in the continuous phase determined the anti-
aggregation stability and viscoelasticity of the emulsion. Zhao
et al.32,33 realized in situ observation of wax crystals and water
droplets in waxy crude oil and its emulsion through rheo-
microscopy in situ synchronous measurement technology, and
explored the gelling behavior34 and mechanism of the
emulsion.

In addition, the signicance of the interaction between water
droplets and wax crystals cannot be overlooked. Fan35 investi-
gated water droplets and wax crystals interplay, examine its
impact on both gel point and viscosity. Sun36 conducted
experimental investigations on the viscoelastic and yield
behavior during emulsion gelling process, elucidating the
underlying mechanism through comprehensive analysis of
experimental results. Furthermore, the collision and aggrega-
tion37,38 of water droplets in the oil–water phase under external
conditions such as shear39 and electric eld40,41 can be quanti-
ed using statistical approaches like assessing the collision
frequency and agglomeration efficiency of water droplets.42–44

Subsequently, it can be utilized to forecast alterations in
dynamic behavior45 of water droplets within the system induced
by microscopic phenomena like collision and aggregation,
which holds immense signicance for further exploration of
multidimensional behavioral characteristics exhibited by waxy
crude oil emulsions.

In this study, the motion behavior of microscopic units in
waxy crude oil emulsions during the dynamic cooling process
was observed using rheo-microscopy28,29 in situ synchronous
measurement technology.46 Additionally, the impact of gradual
growth of wax crystals on water droplets aggregates microstruc-
ture, distribution characteristics, and motion behavior were
analyzed. A quantitative extraction method based on image
processing47was employed to characterize water droplets motion
behavior during cooling in a shear ow eld. Rheo-microscopy in
situ synchronous measurement technology has been utilized to
investigate the dynamic behavior of wax crystals in waxy crude
oil,33,48 as well as the aggregation and adhesion between water
droplets within the emulsion. Based on previous research, this
study focuses on examining the microscopic evolution behavior
of wax crystals and water droplets within waxy crude oil emul-
sions. Furthermore, through rheological experiments and
microscopic observations, combined with population balance
theory,49 a mathematical model describing water droplets
behavior under shear ow conditions was developed.
2. Experimental materials and
methods
2.1 Experimental materials

The oil sample selected for this study is Hulunbuir crude oil,
which is produced in Hulunbuir region of Inner Mongolia, China.
It is a typical example of waxy crude oils. To ensure the accuracy
and replicability of the experimental outcomes, it is crucial to
pretreat the oil samples before preparing W/O emulsions in order
to eliminate the inuence of thermal history and shear history on
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
the macroscopic rheological properties of waxy crude oil. The
specic procedure is as follows: divide the oil sample into indi-
vidual reagent bottles, heat in a water bath to 80 °C, followed by
incubation at a constant temperature for 2 hours. This process
ensures complete dissolution of wax crystals within the oil sample,
as well as full ionization of colloids and asphaltenes components,
thereby guaranteeing the accuracy of the test sample.

The pre-treated oil samples undergo comprehensive analysis
to determine their physical and chemical properties. According
to industry standard “SY/T0545-2012”, the thermal characteris-
tics of the oil samples were measured by differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC). The results revealed wax appearance point
temperature (WAT) of 47 °C and wax crystal content of
16.34 wt%. Based on “SY/T-2016”, column separation method
was employed to determine that saturated hydrocarbons (WT)
constituted 65.8 wt%, naphthenes accounted for 18 wt%,
colloids were 11.8 wt% and asphaltenes were 4.4 wt%. Further-
more, following Chinese standard “GB/T2013-2010”, the oil
sample's density at a temperature of 20 °C, asmeasured by Anton
Paar density meter 4500 M, is determined to be 835.6 kg m−3.
2.2 Experimental methods

2.2.1 Experimental instruments. The emulsion of waxy
crude oil was prepared through the utilization of mechanical
agitation. The instrument used IKA RW20 digital agitator with
four blade oblique paddle produced by the renowned Germany
Company IKA. The instrument boasts a remarkable speed
accuracy of 0.01 rpm. The agitator is equipped with a Thermo
Fisher SC/AC-S thermostatic water bath, which effectively
maintains the temperature of the oil sample during emulsion
preparation. The temperature control device of the water bath
demonstrates an exceptional accuracy of 0.01 °C. The oil sample
is preheated using an electric air thermostat. Simultaneous
rheological microscopic measurements are conducted with the
MCR 702 modular rheometer from Anton Paar Austria. It is
equipped with an in situ microscopic observation module,
which can simultaneously observe the macroscopic rheology
and microstructure changes of sample. The structure of the
experimental system is shown in ESI.†

2.2.2 Preparation of emulsions. The water content of the
waxy crude oil emulsion prepared in this study is 20%. Before
preparing the emulsion, the sample is heated to ensure optimal
uidity. The oil sample is kept warm in an incubator with
a temperature of 70 °C and the oil sample is then placed in
a constant temperature water bath at 50 °C for a period of time.
The temperature for preparing the emulsion is adjusted to
50 °C, taking into account the expected heat dissipation during
the transfer of the oil sample, therefore, prior to preparing the
oil sample, it should be heated to a temperature higher than the
preparation temperature (50 °C). Once the oil sample temper-
ature reaches uniform, it is mixed with water in a specic ratio.
Subsequently, appropriate volumes of water and oil samples are
separately placed into different sealed beakers and maintained
in a water bath with a consistent temperature for thermal
stabilization, the emulsion preparation begins once the target
temperature is reached. Using the method of mechanical
RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 10884–10896 | 10885



Fig. 1 Diagram of water droplets minimum edge distance.
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stirring, the mixture with a certain proportion of oil–water ratio
is stirred, the stirring rate is 1000 rpm, the stirring time is 15
minutes. In the preparation process of the emulsion, the
method of adding water is one time, and the stirring time and
rate are strictly controlled. However, it is important to avoid
excessively high preparation temperatures as they can
compromise the stability of the emulsion. Aer conducting
numerous experimental comparisons and consulting relevant
scholarly studies,46 it was conclusively determined that the wax
crystals do not precipitate at this specic preparation temper-
ature (50 °C). Meanwhile, the shear history induced by the
agitator would not exert any inuence on the experimental
outcomes, thereby ensuring enhanced precision in subsequent
rheo-microscopy in situ synchronous experiments.

2.2.3 Experimental measurement procedures. Prior to
conducting the experiment, it is necessary to preheat the
rheometer's stage at a constant temperature according to the
preset initial cooling temperature. Simultaneously, take a small
quantity of prepared samples should be promptly placed on the
stage, and keep the constant temperature for at least 10
minutes. Aer the predetermined time elapsed, the sample was
subjected to cooling, during the experiment, the rheometer
applied shear to the sample to obtain the corresponding rheo-
logical data. Simultaneously, the microscopic motion behavior
of wax crystals and water droplets in the shear ow eld was
also recorded synchronously. The microscopic images were
taken by a CCD camera produced by Lumenear with an acqui-
sition rate of 15 fps. At the same time, the system is equipped
with a microscope with a 20× objective, a focal length of 30.9
mm, a depth of 1.6 mm, and optical compensation, which can
achieve a resolution of 0.7 mm and a eld of view of 440 mm ×

330 mm. Due to the limited acquisition rate of the CCD camera,
in order to ensure the shooting quality of the microscopic
image, the microstructure and motion behavior of the wax
crystals and water droplets aggregates in the emulsion aer
application of shear can be accurately captured, therefore, the
program is designed with multiple preset temperature points.
When the temperature reaches these points, the shear rate will
be instantaneously decreased to 0.5 s−1, the motion behavior of
the microscopic units in the emulsion aer shear is applied is
accurately captured, this process will last for 10 seconds before
switching back to the original preset shear rate, allowing for
continuous dynamic cooling until reaching the nal desired
temperature.

2.2.4 Microscopic characteristic parameter. The current
research examines the changes in microstructure of waxy crude
oil emulsions when subjected to dynamic cooling conditions.
To facilitate a comprehensive analysis of the motion of micro-
scopic units in the shear ow eld, the method mentioned in
ref. 32 is used to optimize the microscopic image processing of
water droplets and segment the threshold value. Specically,
ImageJ soware is used to extract the microscopic parameters
of the images with threshold values, as illustrated below.

(1) Water droplets velocity:

n ¼ Dx

Dt
(1)
10886 | RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 10884–10896
where Dx is the displacement of the water droplets in the time
period of Dt, m; Dt is the time change, s; v is the velocity of the
water droplets, mm s−1.

(2) Specic surface area (SA)35,50

SA ¼ 6
P

nidi
2

P
nidi

3
(2)

SA is the specic surface area, mm−1; n is the number of water
droplets, and d is the diameter of the water droplets, mm.

(3) The minimum edge distance of water droplets:
The minimum edge distance represents the minimum

distance between water droplets, which can characterize the
degree of aggregation between water droplets and indirectly
reect the strength of the interaction force between particles. In
order to better demonstrate the calculation logic of this feature
parameter, we present its diagram as follows, as shown in Fig. 1.
For specic extraction methods, see literature.32

In addition to the aforementioned formula-derived micro-
scopic parameters, ImageJ is also used to extract the fractal
dimension of the water droplets.

3. Results and discussion
3.1 Results of rheo-microscopy in situ synchronous
experiments

Fig. 2 displays the microscopic images of microscopic units in
the emulsion extracted at different observation temperatures
while undergoing a temperature reduction process from 40 °C
to 16 °C under different shearing actions. In order to ensure the
accuracy of the data, each characteristic parameters data in the
paper is statistically obtained by extracting parameters from
microscopic images of multiple elds of view, only two view
elds are shown here for representation, and is shown below.

As can be seen from Fig. 2, during the dynamic cooling
process, the wax crystals in the emulsion of waxy crude oil
continuous precipitation and growth, accompanied by the
presence of the water droplets, the system structural trans-
formation from the microstructure form of “monomer wax
crystals + water droplets”, “wax crystals + water droplets aggre-
gates” to “wax crystals + water droplets aggregates + liquid
hydrocarbon ocs”. In the process of change, the liquid
hydrocarbon gradually becomes enveloped within a three-
dimensional network of growing wax crystal ocs, the temper-
ature does not affect the water droplets due to its water
composition, under constant shear rate, water droplets size
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 2 Microscopic images at different shear rates during cooling (scale bar: 50 mm).
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remains relatively unchanged as temperature decreases, but
there is a gradual transition in the relative motion relationship
between the water droplets and the wax crystal particles and
aggregates gradually changes from free motion to no motion
embedded in the occulation network structure of wax crystals.
The observation conducted at a specic temperature reveals
that as the shear action increases, the arrangement and aggre-
gation form of wax crystals and water droplets will be signi-
cantly changed, leading to a weakened degree of water droplets
aggregation and an increased level of dispersion with higher
shear rates. According to the analysis results presented in Fig. 2,
we selected the temperatures corresponding to four represen-
tative structural changes observed during the cooling process.
Subsequently, rheological andmicroscopic synchronization test
results were extracted, as illustrated in Fig. 3.

The overall viscosity of the system decreases as the shear rate
increases. Constant shear rate, there is a clear correlation between
the viscosity curve and the synchronous microscopy results as
temperature decreases, and the entire cooling process can be
categorized into three distinct stages, exemplied by the experi-
mental ndings of 2 s−1. Subsequently, an analysis of the viscosity
and synchronous microscopy results for each stage is conducted.

Stage I (40–32 °C): when the temperature is 40 °C, the wax
crystal in the system is mainly monomer particle structure, and
the viscosity of the system is relatively small, which is 18.486
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
mPa s. With the temperature decreasing gradually, the particles
grow and increase gradually, but before 32 °C, the wax crystal
particles and monomer water droplets are mainly in the system,
and the wax crystal particles are more evenly distributed around
the water droplets. Under the action of shearing, wax crystals
and water droplets can move freely without contact and aggre-
gation with each other, and the water droplets will have obvious
disturbances to the ow eld due to their large mass. Due to the
small mass of wax crystals, their motion behaviors such as
rotation and tumbling become more pronounced under shear
and disturbance, in this stage, the viscosity increased slowly,
from 18.486 mPa s to 41.763 mPa s.

Stage II (32–24 °C): the wax crystal particles in the system
gradually grew when the temperature drops from 32 °C to 24 °C,
aggregation occurs due to van der Waals force to form wax
crystals aggregates, the aggregates gradually transitioned from
a loose structure to a denser structure as the temperature
decreased gradually. In addition, in the presence of the water
droplets, the wax crystals aggregates adhere to the surface of the
water droplets, which hinders the free motion of wax crystals
and the water droplets aggregates. Among them, the stability of
the loose aggregate is poor, and the wax crystals within the
aggregates are prone to detachment from other particles or the
water droplets under shear stress. When the temperature
decreased, the aggregates gradually evolved into a dense
RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 10884–10896 | 10887



Fig. 3 Viscosity change of W/O waxy crude oil emulsion (scale bar: 50 mm).
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structure, and its stability are relatively good, correspondingly,
the system experienced a substantial increase in viscosity, with
the value rising from 41.763 mPa s to 863.890 mPa s.

Stage III (24–16 °C): with the further decrease of temperature,
the structure of wax crystal aggregates in the system gradually
strengthened, and a large number of wax crystals adhered to the
water droplets, and the structural damage no longer occurs
under the shear action, the presence of the water droplets
hinders the destruction of aggregates, and the presence of
aggregates also hinders the motion of the water droplets. Wax
crystal aggregates, liquid hydrocarbons, and water droplets
aggregates together form the occulation structures, the strength
of the structure is more stable, the viscosity of the system also
increased sharply from 863.890 mPa s to 6177.800 mPa s.

In order to present a clearer depiction of the microstructure
evolution process in the aforementioned three stages, Fig. 4
illustrates the schematic diagram. The distribution relation-
ships among liquid hydrocarbon, wax crystals, wax crystals +
water droplets aggregates at different stages can be clearly seen.

Based on the analysis provided above, it is not difficult to nd
that the gelling structure of the waxy crude oil emulsion is
Fig. 4 Schematic diagram of each stage in the gelling process of emuls
droplets, and the yellow areas are wax crystals/aggregates).

10888 | RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 10884–10896
signicantly distinct from that of waxy crude oil due to the
coexistence and interaction between water droplets and wax
crystals in the cooling gelling process. Moreover, under shearing
conditions, the motion behavior of water droplets and wax
particles/aggregates changes signicantly with the enhancement
of shearing. In order to investigate the change of dynamic
behavior of water droplets in the presence of wax crystal particles
and aggregates under shear action and its effect on the gelling
structure of the system, the microstructure and dynamic
behavior of water droplets and wax crystals – water droplets
aggregates during the cooling process were characterized.
3.2 Dynamic behavior of water droplets and wax crystals –

water droplet aggregates

As previously stated, the waxy crude oil emulsion is accompanied
by the continuous precipitation and growth of wax crystals during
the cooling process. When subjected to shear forces, there are
a collision and aggregation process between the water droplets
and wax crystals present in the system, leading to their trans-
formation from monomer water droplets and wax crystals into
aggregates of wax crystals – water droplets, the microstructure,
ion (the red areas are liquid hydrocarbons, the blue spheres are water

© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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spatial distribution, and motion behavior of the system exhibit
temperature and shear rate-dependent variations, leading to
discernible discrepancies in the macroscopic rheological prop-
erties. Therefore, the microstructure and distribution character-
istics of water droplets and wax crystals – water droplets
aggregates are described by parameters such as the minimum
edge distance, specic surface area (SA), fractal dimension of
water droplets, while their motion behavior are characterized by
velocity.

The data in Fig. 5 demonstrates a gradual decrease in the
motion velocity of the water droplets and its aggregates as the
temperature decreases, additionally, an increase in shear rate
results in a faster motion velocity. When the shear rate remains
constant, the minimum edge distance and specic surface area
(SA) of both water droplets and their aggregates gradually
decrease with decreasing temperature. Simultaneously, the
fractal dimension progressively increases, indicating an
enhanced level of aggregation between water droplets and wax
crystals following temperature reduction. The minimum edge
distance and specic surface area (SA) increase with the rise in
shear rate at a constant temperature, while the fractal
Fig. 5 Dynamic behavior parameters of water droplets and water dropl

© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
dimension decreases, this observation suggests that the
shearing effect enhances weakening of the aggregation
behavior. In conjunction with the 3.1 analysis, it is evident that
during Stage I of temperature variation, the minimum edge
distance and specic surface area (SA) exhibit their maximum
values, while the fractal dimension attains its minimum value,
the wax crystals in the system exhibit reduced precipitation and
predominantly exist in the form of particles, while the water
droplets demonstrate a relatively unconstrained ow state. At
this time, the distance between the water droplets is large, the
degree of dispersion is high, the water droplets move inde-
pendently and do not adhere to other wax crystals, and their
morphological structure complexity is low. As the temperature
drops to Stage II, as wax crystals gradually increase and grow,
some wax crystals begin to adhere to the surface of the water
droplets, forming wax crystals – water droplets aggregates.
Correspondingly, the minimum edge distance and specic
surface area (SA) exhibited a gradual decrease, indicating an
enhanced level of aggregation. Since the water droplets are no
longer independent individuals, but aggregates that adhere to
wax crystals, the complexity of morphological structure
ets – wax crystals aggregates.

RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 10884–10896 | 10889
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increases, and the corresponding fractal dimension increases.
Finally, at Stage III, as the temperature is lowered, the
minimum edge distance and specic surface area (SA) exhibit
their smallest values, while the fractal dimension reaches its
maximum value, indicating a stronger degree of aggregation
within the system. As the wax crystals continue to grow, more
and more water droplets and wax crystals collide and adhere
together, forming more and more wax crystals – water droplets
aggregates, and overlapping with each other to create a complex
occulation structures consisting of wax crystals, water droplets
aggregates, liquid hydrocarbon, which are the most complex
and the slowest moving speed. By examining the impact of
shear rate, it is observed that an intensied shear leads to the
dispersion of wax crystals – water droplets aggregates with weak
structures. From a parameter perspective, as shear increases,
both minimum edge distance and specic surface area (SA)
increase while fractal dimension decreases. These ndings
indicate that shear weakens aggregation within the system and
reduces the complexity of occulation structures.

The relationship between the spatial distribution, micro-
structure and motion behavior characteristic parameters of the
water droplets and the temperature and shear rate are shown in
Table 1. It can be seen from Table 1, under the combined
inuence of wax crystals and water droplets, the aggregation
tendency and complexity of water droplets in the system
exhibited a negative correlation with changes in temperature
and shear rate; the richness of water droplets motion behavior
demonstrated a positive correlation with changes in tempera-
ture and shear rate. As the temperature decreases, the
minimum edge distance of water droplets decreases by
a maximum of 32.1%, the specic surface area (SA) decreases by
a maximum of 12.0%, and the fractal dimension increases by
a maximum of 11.7%. As the shear rate increases, the minimum
edge distance of water droplets increases by up to 27.9%, the
specic surface area (SA) increases by up to 10.1%, and the
fractal dimension decreases by up to 8.5%.

According to the above analysis, both temperature change
and shearing effect affect the aggregation of water droplets and
Table 1 Dynamic behavior parameters of water droplets

0.5 s−1

40 °C 32 °C 24 °C 16 °C

Minimum edge distance
(mm)

41.298 36.773 33.843 30.008

SA (mm−1) 0.513 0.503 0.478 0.462
Fractal dimension 1.544 1.578 1.684 1.725

2 s−1

Minimum edge distance
(mm)

45.855 39.743 35.450 32.330

SA (mm−1) 0.540 0.531 0.500 0.478
Fractal dimension 1.540 1.559 1.590 1.628

5 s−1

Minimum edge distance
(mm)

52.445 47.016 38.978 35.625

SA (mm−1) 0.565 0.553 0.520 0.497
Fractal dimension 1.516 1.535 1.554 1.579

10890 | RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 10884–10896
wax crystals. Specically, temperature primarily affects the
precipitation and growth of wax crystals, while shear forces
impact the collision between water droplets and wax crystals.
However, based on the observation of experimental results, it is
evident that not all wax crystals and water droplets exhibit
aggregation following collision, especially when the shear rate
increases, some wax crystals – water droplets aggregates with
weak structure will be broken up under shear action, and some
colliding aggregates will also bounce off each other. Therefore,
to further investigate the impact of shear on collision and
subsequent aggregation phenomena, this study elucidates the
collision and aggregation behavior of water droplets and their
aggregates using population balance theory.
3.3 Methods for mathematical characterization of
microscopic behavior of the water droplets

The aggregation of water droplets in the ow eld can be
divided into two steps. Firstly, water droplets get close to each
other and collide under the action of adhesive force. Then, the
water droplets overcome the uid force in the ow eld to
complete the aggregation. The above two steps can be described
by collision frequency and agglomeration efficiency respec-
tively, and the degree of aggregation aer collision can be
characterized by the aggregation frequency. The specic
formula is shown as follows:

(1) Collision frequency:51,52

Q ¼ 2

3
g
�
bi þ bj

�3
ninj (3)

where (i, j) stands for water droplet i and water droplet j, ni and
nj are the number of water droplet i and water droplet j, g is the
shear rate, s−1, Q is the collision frequency, m3 s−1;

(2) Agglomeration efficiency:
The agglomeration efficiency represents the proportion of

water droplets that gather aer a collision in the ow eld.49,53

Currently, there are primarily two prevailing models in the
existing literature for quantifying the agglomeration efficiency
of particles subsequent to collision: linear model and curve
model. Among them, the linear model does not consider the
van der Waals attraction between particles and the shear force
of the ow eld on the particles, and the model thinks that the
particles will denitely aggregate once they collide,54 therefore,
the calculation is oen greater than the actual value, and the
accuracy is lacking. The curve model will comprehensively
incorporate the van der Waals gravitational effect between
particles and the shear effect of the ow eld on particles,
thereby yielding calculation results that are more representative
of reality. In summary, the model proposed by Ven et al. was
used to calculate the agglomeration efficiency among water
droplets particles. The specic formulas are shown in eqn
(4)–(6):

a = K30.18 (4)

3 ¼ H

36pmgR3
(5)
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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R ¼ 2RiRj

Ri þ Rj

(6)

Where a is the agglomeration efficiency; the constant K is
determined by the uid's properties. Which is calculated as K =

0.87;55 the symbol 3 denotes the interaction constant, which
quanties the ratio between the van der Waals force and the
ow shear force; H is the Hammaker's constant, which char-
acterizes van der Waals forces, and is calculated as 4× 10−20 J;56

m is hydrodynamic viscosity, pa s; g is the shear rate, s−1; R is the
harmonic radius of the two water droplets in collision,57 m.

(3) Aggregation frequency:
The aggregation frequency is the product of the collision

frequency and the agglomeration efficiency, an important
indicator to characterize the degree of particles aggregation in
the ow eld.58 It holds immense importance to understand the
microscopic dynamics exhibited by water droplets during the
gelation process of emulsied waxy crude oil. The detailed
equation can be found in eqn (7).

Cf = a × Q (7)
Fig. 6 Variation of the water droplets dynamic behavior with temperatu

© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
where Cf is the aggregation frequency, m3 s−1.
(4) Water droplets aggregate coverage rate:
Water droplets aggregate coverage rate is the ratio of the

number of aggregated water droplets to the number of all water
droplets, which characterizes the stability of water droplets
aggregates in the ow eld.

u ¼ n1

n
(8)

where u is the aggregate coverage rate, n1 is the number of
aggregated water droplets, and n is the total number of water
droplets.

By utilizing the mathematical model presented above and
incorporating experimental data from this study, it is possible
to obtain variation curves depicting the dynamic parameters of
water droplets in relation to temperature and shear rate, as
depicted in the illustration provided in Fig. 6.

When the temperature ranges from 40 °C to 32 °C (Stage I),
wax crystals in the system are less precipitated and exist in the
form of monomer particles, and the distance between them is
large, which has little effect on the motion of the water droplets,
re and shear rate.

RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 10884–10896 | 10891
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at this time, the water droplets collide more frequently, as
a direct result, the water droplets at this stage have abundant
collision and aggregation. However, at this stage, the aggrega-
tion is in an unstable state with only a minimal presence of wax
crystals, colloids and asphaltenes on the water droplets' surface,
resulting in insignicant adhesion between the water droplets.
The water droplets aggregates rapidly separate under the
inuence of shearing forces, causing them to deviate from their
original trajectory, and other water droplets around the colli-
sion, aggregation, this phenomenon becomes more
pronounced as the shear effect intensies. The increased
kinetic energy resulting from enhanced shear effect reduces the
likelihood of water droplets aggregation following collision.
Due to the large collision base, although the agglomeration
efficiency decreases, the aggregation frequency still shows an
increasing trend. This unstable aggregation form makes the
water droplets aggregation coverage rate lower at this stage,
which is macroscopically reected in the good uidity of the
system, that is, the apparent viscosity is low.

When the temperature is 32–24 °C (Stage II), at this time, wax
crystals exist in the visual eld in the form of aggregates and
monomers, and there is a tendency to aggregate into water
droplets, the motion hindrance between water droplets is
enhanced, the collision frequency between the water droplets is
reduced, and the agglomeration efficiency and frequency are
also reduced. At this stage, as the shear rate increases, although
the collision frequency between water droplets is enhanced to
some extent, the shortened contact time between the water
droplets due to the high ow rate leads to a gradual reduction in
the agglomeration efficiency of the water droplets with
increasing shear rate. At the same time, under the action of van
der Waals force, wax crystals and water droplets form a certain
structure of aggregates, wherein some wax crystals adhere to the
water droplets, thereby enhancing their surface adhesion,
consequently, compared to the previous stage, there is an
Fig. 7 Microscopic motion of water droplets at different stages.
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improved coverage rate of water droplets at this stage. This
observation suggests that post-collision water droplets exhibit
reduced propensity for separation with decreasing temperature
(increased viscosity), leading to the formation of a relatively
stable aggregates. However, as the shear increases, the stable
aggregates gradually become detached and there is a gradual
decrease in water droplets aggregate coverage rate with
increasing shear rate.

When the temperature is 24–16 °C (Stage III), the presence of
wax crystals are observed as ocs and aggregates within the eld
of view. These wax crystals envelop the water droplets, leading
to their overlapping and formation of a more compact three-
dimensional structure, additionally, some liquid hydrocar-
bons are encapsulated within this structure. At this time, the
water droplets are strongly hindered, under the action of shear
force, the frequency of collision between water droplets is low,
so that the agglomeration efficiency and frequency of water
droplets at this stage change slowly as the temperature
decreases. At this stage, as the shear rate rises, there are
differences in the degree of damage to wax crystals and their
occulation structures, the space for water droplets to move is
no longer restricted, the collision and aggregation behaviors
between water droplets are further enhanced, as evidenced by
the gradual increase in both collision frequency and aggrega-
tion frequency of water droplets. At this time, the uidity of the
system caused by wax crystals and their ocs decreases, which
increases the friction in the ow eld, it is difficult for the
colliding water droplets to aggregate, so the agglomeration
efficiency gradually decreases as the shear rate increases.
However, the water droplets aggregates formed aer the colli-
sion of water droplets in this stage exhibits enhanced stability.
The coverage rate of water droplets aggregation gradually
increases with decreasing temperature, to a certain extent, the
adhesion between wax crystals and water droplets was
enhanced. Nevertheless, this adhesion is disrupted under the
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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inuence of ow shear force, as evidenced by a gradual decrease
in the coverage rate of water droplets aggregation with
increasing shear rate. This alteration demonstrates a note-
worthy association with the rheological characteristics of the
system, as the temperature decreases, there is an increase in
water droplets aggregate coverage rate, leading to a gradual
deterioration of the macroscopic rheology of the system.
Conversely, the rheological properties are improved when the
water droplets aggregate coverage rate gradually decreased with
increasing shear rate.

In order to more intuitively understand the collision and
aggregation of water droplets in the shear ow eld, the
microscopic motion of water droplets at different stages is
shown in Fig. 7.

The collision and aggregation of water droplets and their
aggregates are primarily inuenced by temperature and shear,
as evident from the aforementioned results. Further analysis
based on Fig. 6(a) reveals a quantiable relationship between
water droplets collision frequency Q and temperature as well as
shear rate.
8>>>>><
>>>>>:

Q ¼ a1TK þ b1gþ c1TK
2 þ d1TKg� t1g

2 þ w1

a1 ¼ �6:4561� 10�13 b1 ¼ 5:12152� 10�13

c1 ¼ 1:65559� 10�14 d1 ¼ 4:35899� 10�14

t1 ¼ 5:48345� 10�14 w1 ¼ 5:91146� 10�12

�
0 s�1\g# 5 s�1

�

(9)

The relationship between water droplets agglomeration
efficiency a temperature and shear rate is obtained by tting in
Fig. 6(b).
8>>>>><
>>>>>:

a ¼ a2TK � b2g� c2TK
2 � d2TKgþ t2g

2 þ w2

a2 ¼ 0:02818 b2 ¼ 0:01933
c2 ¼ 8:92857� 10�5 d2 ¼ 0:00151
t2 ¼ 0:00254 w2 ¼ 0:06403

�
0 s�1\g# 5 s�1

�

(10)
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The accuracy of the formula is proven by conducting an error
analysis comparing the outcomes derived from the tting
formula with the computed results, as illustrated in Fig. 8.

The pink circles in Fig. 8 are the tting value of collision
frequency and agglomeration efficiency calculated by applied
eqn (9) and (10). As can be seen from the above gure, when the
shear rate is 2 s−1, the deviation of the tting and calculated
values of the collision frequency and agglomeration efficiency
of the water droplets during the cooling process is within 15%,
indicating that the water droplets collision aggregation model
can better predict the changes in the motion behavior of the
water droplets in a shear ow eld, consequently, it provides
a solid foundation for further analysis of the microscopic
behavior characteristics of water droplets.
4. Conclusions

The microstructural changes of water droplets aggregates and
wax crystals under dynamic cooling conditions were observed
using a rheo-microscopy in situ synchronous measurement in
this study. Detailed analysis of the collision and aggregation
behavior of water droplets under dynamic cooling conditions
are conducted based on quantitative data. The conclusions are
as follows:

1. The evolution of water droplets aggregates microstructure
in the shear ow eld can be categorized into three stages based
on the different forms of wax crystals. They are “Stage I—
monomer wax crystals + water droplets, Stage II—wax crystals +
water droplets aggregates, Stage III—wax crystals + water
droplets aggregates + liquid hydrocarbon ocs”. However, the
presence of wax crystals and ocs can impede the amplitude of
water droplets motion and their degree of aggregation, thereby
altering the spatial distribution, microstructure, motion
behavior, and other microscopic characteristics within the
system, consequently, these changes lead to difference in the
overall rheological characteristics of the system.

2. Under the combined inuence of wax crystals and water
droplets, the aggregation tendency and complexity of water
RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 10884–10896 | 10893
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droplets in the system exhibited a negative correlation with
changes in temperature and shear rate; the richness of water
droplets motion behavior demonstrated a positive correlation
with changes in temperature and shear rate.

3. Utilizing the population balance theory, we conducted
calculations on the collision frequency, aggregation frequency,
and agglomeration efficiency of water droplets under different
temperatures and shear conditions. Through nonlinear surface
tting, water droplets collision model that accounts for
temperature and shear rate was derived, a mathematical model
was developed to accurately characterize the microscopic
motion behavior of water droplets in a shear ow eld, enabling
precise prediction of their microscopic changes and analysis of
their aggregation nature.

4. The stability and complexity of the structure of the water
droplets and wax crystals + water droplets aggregates are eval-
uated by the aggregate coverage rate of the water droplets, the
aggregate coverage rate of water droplets decreases with the
increase of temperature and shear rate, which indicates that
water droplets are not stable aer collision. When the shear
force exceeds the adhesive force between water droplet aggre-
gates, the aggregated water droplets undergo detachment,
leading to a discernible alteration in the aggregation coverage
rate within the system. This alteration demonstrates a note-
worthy association with the rheological characteristics of the
system, as the temperature decreases, there is an increase in
water droplets aggregate coverage rate, leading to a gradual
deterioration of the macroscopic rheology of the system.
Conversely, the rheological properties are improved when the
water droplets aggregate coverage rate gradually decreased with
increasing shear rate.
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